Cotton Candy on a Rainy Day by Nikki Giovanni

Where does a poem begin? There are several esoteric theories but all are vulnerable to the times the poet has lived through and is living in. For young Blacks, whose sensibilities were formed in the crucible of the Sixties, a poem did not begin in the mind or even the heart; it was stumped into life by the eye. We saw so much in such a short space of time, from burning hearts to burning cities. The eye was the center of that storm. The eye was the means to sort out the daily dramas of that period which flipped before us in cinematographic frames. The poetry of that period recorded what we saw, more than what we felt. But the Sixties, mostly, made us look within ourselves and we recognized the pride buried deep into our unconsciousness memories; though the other face was there too. The face of forgotten hatreds and fears; the face which dropped its eyes in the light of the heroic moment: the face who tried to fill emptiness with politics rather than comfort. Pride and shame, courage and compromise, hate and love all came together in one volatile and fragile Black soul. Some survived the explosion and grew. Others chose to snap off the light in front of the mirror.

Nikki Giovanni is a witness. Her intelligent eye has caught the experience of a generation and dutifully recorded it. To Nikki, poems are not precious gems to be constantly compared to more flawless gems. They are not something to be malled over and polished until they show no resemblance to the earth from which they came. Rather they are thought of as souvenirs extracted from the soil of some precious moment. Their value is in the experience that they recall. In COTTON CANDY ON A RAINY DAY the reader will see another side of the Nikki Giovanni we saw in her previous books. It speaks of loneliness, personal emptiness and love which is not unrequited but even worse, misunderstood and misbegotten. Through the passion and cynicism of the last two decades she has cared too much to have either a heartless mind or, just as importantly, a mindless heart.
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